
Design an Experiment 
 

Purpose/State the Problem: 
 

Background/Observations:   
 What do you know about this topic from textbook/research? (Cite your sources w/in Works Cited!)  
 What observations have you made that relate to this topic?  
 Be sure to include all relevant information (important for this experiment) on the model organism 

being used.  Provide scientific name of model organism using proper format: Genus species 
 

Formulate a Hypothesis:   
 If independent variable, then dependent variable  

 

Key Experimental Components: Identify the following … 

 Independent variable – Can it be reasonably tested? 
 Dependent variable – Is it measurable? 
 Constants: You must identify at least 5 parts of your experiment that must remain constant.  
 Control group 
 Experimental group  

 

Experimental Protocol:  
 Bulleted list of materials required 
 Numbered steps for laboratory procedure.  Steps should be simple and easy to follow! 
 Be attentive to sample size:  Bigger is better! 
 Point out potential sources of error. 
 Last step of your laboratory procedure must be verification, for example, “Repeat experiment 10 

times for verification of data.” 
 

Data Table(s): 
 Each table needs a title.  If you are using more than one table than each table must be numbered.  

Use the following format … Table 1: Sunflower Height  … Table 2: Sunflower Mass 

 Units (ex: cm) belong in the heading … not listed repeatedly down a column.   

 This is where you show your TRIALS and overall AVERAGE. 
 

Graph(s): 
 Are you using the right TYPE of graph?  Line? Bar?  

 Each graph needs a title.  If using more than one graph, each graph must be numbered.  Your title 
should be professional and meaningful.  Use the following format … Graph 1: The Effect of 
Fertilizer Q on Sunflower Height  (The Effect of I.V on D.V.)  

 When time is on the x-axis, title is typically: The Rate of … 

 Axes must have appropriate increments and be labeled with units, for example Stem Length (cm) 

 No access to a color printer?  To distinguish lines on a graph, use different shapes for the points.  
Do NOT put point values on your line. 

 Do NOT show trials on your graph … AVERAGE only! 
 

Conclusion:  
 EXPLAIN the results of your experiment!   
 You must CITE DATA to support your explanation!   No Data  NO CREDIT!  For example, “As seen 

in Graph 1, sunflowers given fertilizer Q grew an additional 10 cm as compared to those which did 
not receive fertilizer Q.”  

 Do not write, … “My hypothesis was correct/incorrect” … That is not what a conclusion is about. 
 

Works Cited: Must be MLA format 


